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We studied the influence of a momentum dependent interaction in the context of isospin effects on frag-
mentation and dissipation in intermediate energy heavy ion collisions by using an isospin dependent quantum
molecular dynamics model. It is shown that nuclear stopping, the number of nucleons emitted, and the mul-
tiplicity of intermediate mass fragments are larger with a momentum dependent interaction than without. In
particular, the differences for these observables, when using an isospin dependent in-medium nucleon-nucleon
cross section versus an isospin independent one, are also larger at high energies for a momentum dependent
interaction than without one. Therefore, momentum dependence enhances the sensitivities of those observables
to the isospin effect of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section towards high beam energies.
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The rapid progress in producing energetic radioactive
beams has offered an excellent opportunity to investigate
various isospin effects in the dynamics of nuclear reactions
@1–5#. This study has made it possible to obtain crucial in-
formation about the equation of state of isospin asymmetric
nuclear matter and about the isospin dependent in-medium
nucleon-nucleon cross section. This information is important
for understanding both novel properties of neutron- or
proton-rich nuclei as well as explosion mechanisms of super-
novae and the cooling rates of protoneutron stars. Recently,
several interesting isospin effects in heavy ion collisions
were explored both experimentally @6–17# and theoretically
@18–32#. For a recent review, see Ref. @1#. However, two
essential ingredients in heavy ion collision dynamics, the
symmetry potential of the mean field and the isospin depen-
dent in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section, are still not
well determined. Moreover, the nonlocal property of the
nuclear interaction leads to a repulsive momentum dependent
interaction in the dynamics of intermediate energy heavy ion
collisions. Even though the roles of momentum dependent
interactions in heavy ion collisions have been studied for
many years @33–38#, the underlying influence of momentum
dependence on isospin effects in intermediate energy heavy
ion collisions is poorly known.
Based on an isospin dependent quantum molecular dy-
namics model we study in this work the underlying influence
of a momentum dependent interaction ~MDI! on isospin ef-
fects in intermediate energy heavy ion collisions. We find
pronounced isospin effects in the nuclear stopping R, the
multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments N imf , and the
number of nucleons emitted Nn (Np) due mainly to the isos-
pin dependent in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section in
the high energy region @39–41#. Furthermore, we investigate
the influence of momentum dependence on isospin effects in
fragmentation and dissipation with ~MDI! and without ~no-0556-2813/2003/67~2!/024608~6!/$20.00 67 0246MDI! a momentum dependent interaction in the high energy
region. It is found that a momentum dependent interaction
enhances the sensitivities of nuclear stopping, the multiplic-
ity of intermediate mass fragments, and the number of nucle-
ons emitted to the isospin effect on in-medium nucleon-
nucleon cross sections.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
A quantum molecular dynamics ~QMD! model contains
two dynamical ingredients, the density dependent mean field
and the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section. In order to
describe the isospin dependence appropriately, the QMD
model must be modified properly. The density dependent
mean field must contain correct isospin terms, including the
symmetry potential and the Coulomb potential. The in-
medium nucleon-nucleon cross section should be different
for neutron-neutron ~or proton-proton! and neutron-proton
collisions, in which Pauli blocking should be included by
distinguishing between neutrons and protons. In addition, the
initial condition of the ground states of two colliding nuclei
must also contain isospin effects.
Considering the above ingredients, we have made impor-
tant modifications to QMD to obtain an isospin dependent
quantum molecular dynamics ~IQMD! approach @3,35#. The
IQMD code consists of two parts, an initialization step and
the calculation of the reaction dynamics itself. For the ini-
tialization, the code IQMD is used to determine the ground
state properties of the colliding nuclei, such as binding ener-
gies and root-mean-square ~rms! radii, so that they agree
with experimental data. The initial density distributions of
the colliding nuclei in IQMD are obtained from the Skyrme-
Hartree-Fock model with parameter set SKM* @42#. The in-
teraction potential is
U~r!5USky1Uc1Usym1UYuk1UMDI1UPauli, ~1!
where Uc is the Coulomb potential. The density dependent
Skyrme potential USky, the Yukawa potential UYuk, the mo-©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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a b g t3 m t4 t5 Vp p0 q0
~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~fm! ~MeV! (MeV22) ~MeV! (MeV/c) ~fm!
MDI 2390.1 320.3 1.14 7.5 0.8 1.57 531024 30 400 5.64
no-MDI 2356 303 1.1667 7.5 0.8 0.0 0.0 30 400 5.64mentum dependent interaction UMDI, and the Pauli potential
UPauli @43,44# are given by the following equations:
USky5aS rr0D1bS rr0D
g
, ~2!
UYuk5t3 expS urW12rW2um D Y urW12rW2um , ~3!
UMDI5t4 ln2@ t5~pW 12pW 2!211#
r
r0
, ~4!
and
UPauli5VpH S \p0q0D 3 expS 2 ~rW i2rW j!22q02 2 ~pW i2pW j!
2
2p0
2 D J dpip j,
~5!
with
dpip j5H 1 for neutron-neutron or proton-proton0 for neutron-proton.
We used the following four different forms of the symmetry
potential @2,3#:
U1
sym5cudtz , ~6!
U2
sym5cu2dtz1
1
2 cu
2d2, ~7!
U3
sym56cu1/2d2
1
4 cu
1/2d2, ~8!
U0
sym50, ~9!
where
tz5H 1 for neutron21 for proton,
and c is the strength of the symmetry potential chosen to be
32 MeV. In this work, u5r/r0 is the reduced density and
d5rn2rp /rn1rp5rn2rp /r is the relative neutron ex-
cess. r , r
0
, rn , and rp are the total, normal, neutron, and
proton densities, respectively. To investigate the influence of
momentum dependence on the fragmentation and dissipation
we calculated both observables, with ~MDI! and without ~no-
MDI! a momentum dependent interaction. The parameters of
the interaction potentials are given in Table I.02460It is worth mentioning that recent studies of collective
flow in heavy ion collisions at intermediate energy have in-
dicated a reduction of in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
sections. An empirical, in-medium density dependent
nucleon-nucleon cross section @27# has been suggested as
follows:
sNN
med5S 11a rr0DsNNfree , ~10!
where sNN
free is the experimental nucleon-nucleon cross sec-
tion @45#. The above expression with a’20.2 has been
found to reproduce well the flow data. The free neutron-
proton cross section is about a factor of 3 larger than the free
proton-proton or the free neutron-neutron cross section be-
low 400 MeV, which contributes the main isospin effect from
nucleon-nucleon collisions in heavy ion collisions. In fact,
the ratio of neutron-proton cross section to proton-proton ~or
neutron-neutron! cross section in the medium, snp /spp , de-
pends sensitively on the evolution of the nuclear density dis-
tribution and the beam energy. We used Eq. ~10! to take into
account medium effects, in which the neutron-proton cross
section is always larger than the neutron-neutron or proton-
proton cross section at the beam energies considered in this
paper. We constructed the clusters by means of a modified
coalescence model @35#, in which coalescence occurs when
the relative particle momentum is smaller than p0
5300 MeV/c and the relative distance is smaller than R0
53.5 fm. The restructured aggregation model @46# has been
applied to avoid nonphysical clusters. The main physics in-
gredients and their numerical realization in the IQMD model
can be found in Refs. @3,29,33–35#.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The isospin effect of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon
cross section on the observables is defined by the difference
between the observable for an isospin dependent nucleon-
nucleon cross section s iso and that for an isospin independent
nucleon-nucleon cross section sno-iso in the medium. Here
s iso means snp>snn5spp and sno-iso means snp5snn
5spp , where snp , snn , and spp are the neutron-proton,
neutron-neutron, and proton-proton in-medium cross sec-
tions, respectively.
To study the influence played by the MDI on isospin
effects of the fragmentation and dissipation in intermediate
energy heavy ion collisions we investigated the time evolu-
tions of the following variations on the nuclear stopping R,
the multiplicity of intermediate mass fragment N imf , and
the number of nucleon emissions Nn(Np) due to isospin8-2
INFLUENCE OF A MOMENTUM DEPENDENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 024608 ~2003!FIG. 1. Time evolution of the variation of nuclear stopping DR due to the isospin effect from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
section for head-on collisions of 76Kr176Kr ~top panel! and 76Zn176Zn ~bottom panel! at beam energies of 50, 150, and 300 MeV/nucleon
with ~MDI, solid lines! and without ~no-MDI, dotted lines! a momentum dependent interaction.effects from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section
with ~MDI! and without ~no-MDI! a momentum dependent
interaction. They are indicated by DR(Ds ,U2sym),
DN imf(Ds ,U1sym), DNn(Ds ,U1sym), and DNp(Ds ,U1sym),
respectively. It is more quantitative to define
DRMDI~no-MDI!~Ds ,U2
sym !
[RMDI~no-MDI!~s iso,U2
sym !
2RMDI~no-MDI!~sno-iso,U2
sym !, ~11!
DN imf
MDI~no-MDI!~Ds ,U1
sym!
[N imf
MDI~no-MDI!~s iso,U1
sym!
2N imf
MDI~no-MDI!~sno-iso,U1
sym! , ~12!
DNn
MDI~no-MDI!~Ds ,U1
sym !
[Nn
MDI~no-MDI!~s iso,U1
sym!
2Nn
MDI~no-MDI!~sno-iso,U1
sym !, ~13!
DNp
MDI~no-MDI!~Ds ,U1
sym!
[Np
MDI~no-MDI!~s iso,U1
sym!
2Np
MDI~no-MDI!~sno-iso,U1
sym !. ~14!02460U2
sym in Eq. ~11! and U1
sym in Eqs. ~12!, ~13!, and ~14! are the
symmetry potentials used for calculating the corresponding
variations.
To describe the nuclear stopping in heavy ion collisions
we used the transverse-parallel ratio of the momentum de-
fined by R5(2/p)(( iAuP’(i)u)/(( iAuP i(i)u), where the total
mass A is the sum of the projectile mass Ap and the target
mass At . The transverse and the parallel components of the
momentum of the ith nucleon are P’(i)5APx(i)21Py(i)2
and P //(i)5Pz(i), respectively. The multiplicity of the inter-
mediate mass fragments is defined as the number of frag-
ments with charge numbers from 4 to 18.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the variations
DRMDI(Ds ,U2sym) ~solid lines! and DRno-MDI(Ds ,U2sym)
~dotted lines! for systems 76Kr176Kr ~top panels! and 76Zn
176Zn ~bottom panels! at E550 MeV/nucleon ~left panels!,
150 MeV/nucleon ~middle panels!, and 300 MeV/nucleon
~right panels! and b50.0 fm. From Fig. 1 it is clear that all
of the solid lines are always higher than the dotted lines, i.e.,
the MDI enhances the sensitivity of the nuclear stopping R to
the isospin effect of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
section.
We also show the time evolution of the variations DN imf
due to the isospin dependence of the in-medium nucleon-
nucleon cross section with ~MDI! and without ~no-MDI!
momentum dependent interaction in Fig. 2 for the systems
58Fe158Fe ~left panel! at E5100 MeV/nucleon and b
54.0 fm as well as for 112Sn140Ca ~right panel! at E8-3
LIU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 024608 ~2003!FIG. 2. The time evolution of the variation of DN imf due to the isospin effect from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section with
~MDI, solid lines! and without ~no-MDI, dotted lines! a momentum dependent interaction for the colliding systems 58Fe158Fe ~left panel!
at E5100 MeV/nucleon, b54.0 fm, and 112Sn140Ca ~right panel! at E580 MeV/nucleon, b50.0 fm.580 MeV/nucleon and b50.0 fm. All DN imf
MDI(Ds ,U1sym)
~solid lines! are higher than the corresponding
DN imf
no-MDI(Ds ,U1sym) ~dotted lines! for the two systems. This
means that the momentum dependence also enhances the
sensitivity of N imf to the isospin effect from the in-medium
nucleon-nucleon cross section.
In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of the variations02460DNn of the number of emitted neutrons due to the isospin
effect from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section
with ~MDI, solid lines! and without ~no-MDI, dotted lines! a
momentum dependent interaction. The left part of Fig. 3
shows the results for the system 76Kr140Ca at E
5150 MeV/nucleon and b54 fm. The right part shows the
corresponding results for proton emission. From Fig. 3 oneFIG. 3. The time evolution of the variation of the number of emitted neutrons DNn
MDI~no-MDI!(Ds , U1sym ) due to the isospin effect from
the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section with ~MDI, solid line! and without ~no-MDI, dotted line! a momentum dependent interaction
~left panel!. The right panel is the same as the left panel but for emitted protons at E5150 MeV/nucleon and b54 fm for the system
76Kr140Ca.8-4
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the isospin effect from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
section similar to N imf and R.
To summarize, it is clear that a momentum dependent
interaction enhances the sensitivities of R, N imf , Np , and Nn
to the isospin effect from the in-medium NN cross section. A
momentum dependent interaction deflects the nucleons in the
transverse direction during the initial phase of the reaction
when two nuclei with large relative momentum penetrate
each other. This produces a larger momentum damping and
thus leads to more dissipation and fragmentation during the
reactions, than when the interaction does not depend on the
momentum. Therefore, with a momentum dependent interac-
tion the observables R, N imf , and Np(Nn) are more sensitive
to the isospin effect of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
section in high energy heavy ion collisions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the influence of a momentum dependent
interaction on the isospin effects of fragmentation and dissi-
pation from mainly the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
section by using the IQMD model. The results show that the02460nuclear stopping, the multiplicity of intermediate mass frag-
ments, and the number of emitted nucleons with the momen-
tum dependent interaction are always larger than those with-
out the momentum dependent interaction in the energy
region studied here. In particular, the variations due to the
isospin effect from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
section with the momentum dependent interaction are greater
than those without the momentum dependent interaction.
Therefore, the momentum dependent interaction enhances
the sensitivities of these observables to the isospin effect
from the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross sections in heavy
ion collisions towards high beam energies.
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